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care, and their only friends were like themselves. It was inevitable
that Martha should become one of them—unless something was done.
The teachers and students of the schools are the only ones that caiv
do something. They must be made to realize the far reaching effects
of their lamentable snobbishness. If a more fortunate student were
unofficially to take under his wing one of these'unfortunate felloe
students and introduce to him or her the little, but important trick*
of dress, manner, and habit, I believe that there would be a great
difference in other students' attitude toward the Martha Whites of
the school. They should be made to realize that they are as impor-
tant as the next one, and they should also be led into activities where
they can acquire new friends and perhaps become known because of
hidden abilities. If this were accomplished in a school, that school
would have succeeded in overcoming one of the most important prob-
lems of mankind.30
The dean of girls in high school and the dean of women
in college have done a great deal to help adolescents solve
this problem. They have given individual students and
committees a point of view which has helped them to prac-
tice social sensitivity in school relationships and to recog-
nize the educational possibilities of group activities. They
have asked committee chairmen whether it would not be a
good idea to choose members of their committees on the
basis of the student's need for experience as well as on his
ability to do the special work required. In order to facilitate
choice, deans have made accessible to student leaders a card
file of the studfent body containing the special interests,
abilities, and previous participation in the so-called extra-
curriculum activities of each student.
In one high school an all-school party which took the form
of a barn dance provided opportunities for many boys and
girls to work together and to make a contribution to the
project as a whole. Committees were organized to take
responsibility for different parts of the program. The deco-
ration committee worked hard for more than a month in
transforming the gymnasium into an attractive barn. The
refreshment committee planned, purchased, and made ar-
rangements for serving the "eats." The reception committee
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